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Abstract: Gender analysis of Twitter could reveal significant socio-cultural differ-
ences between female and male users. Efforts had been made to analyze and auto-
matically infer gender formerly for more commonly spoken languages’ content,
but, as we now know that limited work is being undertaken for Arabic. Most
of the research works are done mainly for English and least amount of effort
for non-English language. The study for Arabic demographic inference like gen-
der is relatively uncommon for social networking users, especially for Twitter.
Therefore, this study aims to design an optimal marginalized stacked denoising
autoencoder for gender identification on Arabic Twitter (OMSDAE-GIAT) model.
The presented OMSDAE-GIAR technique mainly concentrates on the identifica-
tion and classification of gender exist in the Twitter data. To attain this, the OMS-
DAE-GIAT model derives initial stages of data pre-processing and word
embedding. Next, the MSDAE model is exploited for the identification of gender
into two classes namely male and female. In the final stage, the OMSDAE-GIAT
technique uses enhanced bat optimization algorithm (EBOA) for parameter tuning
process, showing the novelty of our work. The performance validation of the
OMSDAE-GIAT model is inspected against an Arabic corpus dataset and the results
are measured under distinct metrics. The comparison study reported the enhanced
performance of the OMSDAE-GIAT model over other recent approaches.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays, the world is emerging around social networking platforms and its consequence for our day to
day lives. Even though large number of people use social networking platform for connecting with
individuals, other uses bogus account to commit violence, cyberstalking, and intimidation [1]. Nearly
thirty percent of cyber harassers’ gender is not known. Though English text has been widely inspected in
this study, Arabic based author profiling, and specifically Gender Identification (GI), is in the course of
the investigation. Arabic is the authorized language of the United Nation and the native language for
420 billion speakers in 22 Arab nations. In addition, the 1.8 million individuals following the Islam
religion use Arabic in their day to day devotion, thus raising the prominence of Arabic Grammar Error
Correction (GEC) [2]. Since automated GEC has become increasingly important, languages like Chinese
and English have gained considerable interest from researchers. But some investigations were carried out
on Arabic Grammar Error Correction (AGEC) owing to the insufficient learning dataset, the only
accessible AGEC similar data is Qatar Arabic Language Bank (QALB) [3]. Besides, the complication of
grammar and morphologically rich features of Arabic language are another concern. Arabic is a
morphologically rich language that has many morphological characteristics like affixes, suffixes, and
prefixes, demonstrating features of language like gender, numbers, and persons [4]. Those characteristics
are up to sixteen morphemes, thereby raising the language uncertainty. For example, the word
(-fasayashrabonahA) has a collection of morphological characteristics that are transformed into English as
“They will drink it’’ [5].

Contextual word presentation is of considerable importance for the application of Natural Language
Processing (NLP) like automatic summarization, text classification, plagiarism, data retrieval, and query
suggestions [6]. Its prominence is associated with the fact that it simplifies the procedure of discovery
relations among two terms and computes their resemblances. We employed word2vec method to compute
the contextual presentation of the word. To calculate the vector presentation of words through neural
network with single linear hidden layer on larger data set, Word2vec model used deep learning (DL)
method [7]. Furthermore, word2vec trains the module on the basis of sliding window, the neighbor words
within the window are considered for computing the probability of word occurrence, and the window
keeps sliding over the entire corpus frequently. DL algorithm has proven its achievement in various NLP
challenges with dissimilar architectures and models [8]. The model was developed on the basis of
combination of structural units that accomplished better outcomes in text classification tasks. For GI
problems, many structures like convolutional neural network (CNN) and long short term memory
(LSTM) were investigated under the study and shows greater promise in resolving the challenge. Initially,
this study begins with the basic neural network (NN) model and exploits them to resolve the GI
challenge [9]. Then, add a degree of complexity to the NN model by integrating dissimilar layers from
different NN methods for achieving high GI performance. In this study, a set of NN structures that are
examined [10].

This study aims to design an optimal marginalized stacked denoising autoencoder for gender
identification on Arabic Twitter (OMSDAE-GIAT) model. The presented OMSDAE-GIAR technique
mainly concentrates on the identification and classification of gender exist in the Twitter data. To attain
this, the OMSDAE-GIAT model derives initial stages of data pre-processing and word embedding. Next,
the MSDAE model is exploited for the identification of gender into two classes namely male and female.
In the final stage, the OMSDAE-GIAT technique involves the design of enhanced bat optimization
algorithm (EBOA). The performance validation of the OMSDAE-GIAT model is inspected against an
Arabic corpus dataset and the results are measured under distinct metrics.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 offers a brief survey of existing gender
classification models and Section 3 introduces the proposed model. Section 4 draws experimental
validation and Section 4 concludes the study.
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2 Existing Gender Identification Models

ElSayed et al. [11] examine GI (male or female) of author posting Egyptian dialect twitters with NN
model. Different structures of NN are discovered with wide-ranging parameter selection like LSTM,
artificial neural network (ANN), CNN, Convolution Bi-directional gated recurrent unit (C-Bi-GRU), and
Convolution Bidirectional-LSTM (C-Bi-LSTM) that is tuned for the GI problems. Ali et al. [12] make
use of the customer profile name related to the submitted analyses to identify the customer's gender.
Firstly, we construct dataset of profile names extracted from the customer review. Then, present a
dynamic pruned n-gram models to identify gender of the user. Feature selection via a dynamic pruned n-
gram method is the following step using the recurrent misspelling correction with fuzzy matching.

Alsharhan et al. [13] analyzed the communication among traditional corpus-compensation approaches
(data selection, gender-dependent acoustic, feature selection models) and the register-dependent/dialect-
dependent variations amongst Arabic corpus. The initial communication analyzed in the study is between
discrete pronunciation variation and acoustic recording quality. The next aspect of register and dialect
variations to be taken into consideration is difference in the fine-grained acoustic pronunciation of every
phoneme in the language. Bsir et al. [14] characterize an addition of recurrent neural network (RNN)
which applies variants of gated recurrent unit (GRU). This work presents a gender identification based on
Facebook texts and Arabic Twitter by examining the inspected text features. The presented method makes
use of the combination of unsupervised and supervised approaches for learning word vectors that capture
the semantic and syntactic words.

Hussein et al. [15] present an Egyptian Dialect Gender Annotated Dataset (EDGAD) attained from
Tweet and a presented text classifier solution for the GI problems. The data set involves seventy thousand
tweets for each gender. During the classification of text, a Mixed Feature Vector (MFV) with dissimilar
stylometric and Egyptian Arabic Dialect (EAD) language-specific features is developed, along with N-
Gram Feature Vector (NFV). Ensemble weighted average is employed by the random forest (RF) and
logistic regression (LR). Lokala et al. [16] aim is to evaluate and design a scheme for capturing the
symptoms of mental health (MH) related to CVD that are diversely shown with gender on social
networking platforms. We observed that the consistent recognition of MH symptoms shown by
individuals with heart disease in user posts is very difficult due to the co-existence of distinct MH
indications in single post and because of difference in the explanation of symptoms on the basis of based
on gender. We developed GeM, a task-adaptive multi-task learning methodology to recognize the MH
symptom in CVD patients according to gender.

3 The Proposed Gender Identification Model

In this manuscript, we have developed an intelligent gender identification approach called OMSDAE-
GIAT model on Arabic Twitter. The presented OMSDAE-GIAR technique mainly concentrates on the
identification and classification of gender exist in the Twitter data. To attain this, the OMSDAE-GIAT
model derives initial stages of data pre-processing and word embedding. Next, the EBOA with MSDAE
model is exploited for the identification of gender into two classes namely male and female. Fig. 1
displays the block diagram of OMSDAE-GIAT approach.

3.1 Data Preprocessing and Word Embedding

Initially, preprocessing for input dataset was executed in the following: The non-Arabic characters
(special characters, English characters, links, and digits) were eliminated. Whitespace between emojis can
be included for helping the tokenizer in extracting and separating emojis counts and types. Tweets below
5 words were discarded with the tweets which are duplicated. The Glove model is an alternative word
embedding method [17]. This method makes use of an unsupervised learning technique to construct word
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embeddings. The aim of these models is related to Word2Vec with respect to repelling different words and
clustering similar words. But the mechanism is dissimilar from Word2Vec. Considering the contexts of the
word that is surrounding, however, it inspects the occurrence of each word in the corpus. As a result, local
and global data in the corpus are required for distributing the word vector. This method emphasizes on the
non-zero value in global word to word co-occurrences matrixes. It evaluates the ratio of co-occurrence
probability of both words from the input corpora. The affinity of this word is revealed once the ratio is
larger, and vice-versa. The study presents a window size of 5 for each model, and the minimal amount of
words was equivalent to five. As well, we applied three distinct dimensions for these two approaches that
are: 100, 200, and 300.

3.2 Gender Identification Using MSDAE Model

Here, the MSDAE model is exploited for the identification of gender into two classes namely male and
female. Deep neural network (DNN) architecture (NN with multiple hidden layers) is extremely prevalent in
ML because of its higher ability for data modeling. But, devising multiple layers implies that multiple
variables are needed to be adjusted in the training stage. Consequently, there exists an over-fitting
problem with the data training and the network falls into a local minimum [18]. Furthermore, fine-tuning
additional parameters give computation problems namely increased training time and memory limitation.
A method to prevent this problem is to sequentially train every layer, and later stack them on topmost of
others while retaining the weight of static trained layer. This method is called a Stacked Denoising
Autoencoder (SDA); every latent representation characterizes an abstract level that is utilized for a
regression or classification task 20. The phases to train an SDA are displayed in Algorithm 1. Generally,
the demonstration at the concluding layer is deliberated for additional investigation 6, but, concatenate
each abstract representation and the new vector dataset is employed 21 (to utilize data in each abstract
presentation). It should be noted that in the network construction, when the layer is trained, it obtains the
uncorrupted output of the preceding layer. The initialization of weight of a deep network performs a
significant part in preventing local minima. Stacked Sparse Autoencoder (SSAE) was utilized for
initializing the weight layer-wise, and later tuning the weight of SDA. It is demonstrated that this

Figure 1: Block diagram of OMSDAE-GIAT approach
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technique enhances the performance through arbitrary weight initialization on the IMDb dataset 23. Also,
SDA was applied in domain adaptation for sentimental detection of review of dissimilar products 24. In
the study, each corpus is existing to the SDA for extracting a shared presentation of each source; then
classification is implemented on the representation. Furthermore, SDA presented an important
development on sentimental significance recognition for cross corpus analysis. Even though SDA mediate
specific problems of AE, it still they suffer from two limits: (i) insufficient scalability to higher dimension
feature; and (ii) higher computation cost (stochastic gradient descent learning). In addition, it is essential
to produce a greater amount of noisy instances that are corrupted on distinct characteristics, and deliver
them to the network in training. Marginalized SDA (MSDAE) assists to overcome the limitation through
a closed-form solution to evaluate the network weight and indirectly employ Denoising without
producing any noisy samples. Fig. 2 showcases the infrastructure of SDAE.

A typical MSDAE comprises several layers of linear denoiser, whereas the objective function is:

L Wð Þ ¼ 1

m

Xm
i¼1
kXi �W

^

X ik2; (1)

whereasW :RNþ1 ! RNþ1, and it considers that Xi ¼ Xi; 1½ �. The solution to this formula is formulated as a
closed-form ordinary least squares:

W ¼ PQ�1; where Q ¼ ^

X
^

XT and P ¼ X
^

XT : (2)

Taking k !1 copies of X 2 RN�M corrupted by noise, P 2 RN�N and Q 2 RN�N converge to its
expected values E P½ � and E Q½ �. Thus:
W ¼ E P½ �E½Q��1 (3)

Assume that q ¼ ½1� p: 1� p; 1�T 2 RNþ1, whereas qa and qb implies the probability of ath and bth

features survive the corruption (that takes place with probability p). Afterward, 2 features ma and mb

surviving corruption with probability ð1� pÞ2. When it can be determined S ¼ XXT as the scatter matrix
of uncorrupted inputs, it can then represent the expected value of Q as:

E½Q�a;b ¼
Sa;bqaqb if ma 6¼ mb

Sa;bqa if a ¼ b

�
(4)

Figure 2: Structure of SDAE
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and, E½P�a;b ¼ Sa;bqb. For embedding non-linearity as MSDAE, afterward computingW to all the layers,
the non-linear ‘squashing’ function was executed to the resultant of layers. The benefits contain: (1) only one
pass with trained data was needed; (2) the convex optimum solution was guaranteed; and (3) optimization is
from the closed procedure. Moreover, the MSDAEs demonstrated a massive speedup (×450) in the trained
with comparable performance to A27 28

s .

Noticeable, the calculation of E½Q��1 was computationally costly to dataset with higher dimensionality
(for instance, if the demonstrating text as Bag of Words (BoW)). For coping with this problem, the author
decreased the dimensionality of input dataset to only five thousand frequent terms.

They employed an MSDAE depiction of features as the input to Domain Adversarial Neural Networks
(DANNs). In the DANNs Gf :ð Þ, 2 other deep networks were augmented to predict a class label, Gy :ð Þ and a
domain label, Gd :ð Þ. In the trained stage, the main function was planned for minimizing the label forecast
loss, and concurrently, maximizing the domain forecast loss. The latter guarantees that the 2 domains
were mapped to everyone. Noticeable, the MSDAE representation is a concatenation of the abstract
feature of every layer of MSDAE.

Algorithm 1: Stacked Denoising Autoencoder training algorithm

Input : X : Data, L:#layers

Output: F: feature vector

Definitions: W : encoding weights, b: encoding bias, W 0: decoding weights, b0:

decoding bias, q: corrupting function;

l  1;
~X1  X ;

while l � L do

initialize new layer with Wl, bl, W 0l , b
0
l;

^

X ( q ~X l

� �
//Corrupt the input;

train Wl, bl, W 0l , b
0
l with input

^

X and output X;
~Xlþ1  f ð~XljWl; blÞ //Generate features for the next layer;
l  l þ 1;

end

F  ~XLþ1 OR concat ~X 1; . . . ; ~XLþ1
� �

3.3 Parameter Tuning Using EBOA

In the final stage, the OMSDAE-GIAT technique involves the design of EBOA. The BOAwhich a new
metaheuristic technique that has received consideration from several researcher workers from distinct areas
due to its outstanding ability of echolocation [19]. It is inspired by the echolocation capability of microbats
guiding them on foraging attitude. There exist different kinds of bats that vary in weight and size however,
they have analogous behaviors of hunting and navigation. The BOA was developed based on the
fundamental benefits of the bat while finding the target. They have a stronger sound propagation method
and are distinct from other birds named bio-sonar. While chasing the prey tends to improve the rate of
sound produced by the ultrasound and reduces the loudness. The behavior of bats has been demonstrated
in the following. BOA has a group of vectors signifying the frequency, location, and velocity that is
upgraded as follows:
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V tþ1ð Þ
i ¼ V tð Þ

i þ X tð Þ
i � Gbest

� �
Fi (5)

X tþ1ð Þ
i ¼ X tð Þ

i þ V tþ1ð Þ
i (6)

Now, Gbest characterizes optimal solution, Fi denotes frequency of i-th bat that is upgraded by the
iteration in the following:

Fi ¼ F min þ F max � F minð ÞXnew ¼ Xold þ eAt (7)

In Eq. (7), b signifies a uniformly distributed random integer within [0, 1]. Note that, different
frequencies of bats encourage them to tend to the solution. However, exploitation was performed by
using a random walk:

Xnew ¼ Xold þ eAt (8)

In Eq. (8), e specifies an arbitrary integer within �1; 1½ �, and A characterizes the loudness of sound
emitted. The loudness A and the pulse emission rate r are upgraded by controlling the balance:

A tþ1ð Þ
i ¼ aA tð Þ

i (9)

r tþ1ð Þ
i ¼ ri 0ð Þ 1� exp �ctð Þ½ � (10)

In Eq. (10), a and γ signify constant; t is equivalent to the cooling factor, finally, Ai is equivalent to zero
and the final value of ri is r Oð Þ. The updating of the loudness and rate assurance that artificial bat moves to
the optimal solution.

In this study, the EBOA is derived by the usage of Levy flight. Levy walk can be a description of
diffusion paradigm of creatures that seeking is focused the location of effective solution [20]. Levy flight
foraging hypothesis predicts the migration from less-resourced to the more-source environment that leads
to optimal search. Animals having higher memory ability uses this method for exploring their search
spaces. The theory of optimum foraging was an extension of Levy's flight foraging hypothesis, which
says that creatures pay much interest to the optimum solution location than aimless search in the search
spaces. Levy flights were random walks whose step length was withdrawn from Levy distributions,
frequently with regard to a power-law formula

L fð Þ � f�1�a whereas 0, a, 2 was an index. Levy flight is mathematically indicated as

L f; x; wð Þ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
x
2p

r
exp � x

2 f� wð Þ
� 	

1

f� w3

2


 � ; 0,w, f,1

0 otherwise

8>><
>>:

(11)

Whereas w. 0 denotes a minimal step and x refers to a scale parameter. Rather as f!1, then

L f; x; wð Þ �
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
x
2p

r
1

f3=2
: (12)

Mantegna technique is used for levy flight implementation in this study. Therefore, the step length f is
computed by
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f ¼ ‘

jjj1=a ; (13)

Whereas ‘ and j were withdrawn from normal distribution. Otherwise,

‘ � N 0; q2‘
� �

; j � Nð0; q2‘Þ; (14)

4 Results and Discussion

The experimental analysis of the OMSDAE-GIAT model is tested using the EDGAD dataset [15]. The
dataset comprises a total of 70 accounts under each gender. Table 1 offers the details of dataset.

Table 2 and Fig. 3 report the gender identification output of the OMSDAE-GIATmodel under run-1. The
results implied that the OMSDAE-GIAT model has accomplished enhanced outcomes with classifier results.
For example, with 50 lengths, the OMSDAE-GIAT technique has gained accuy of 75.67%, 82.49%, 84.05%,
and 88.97% under 1, 4, 8, and 12 tweets correspondingly. Also, with 80 lengths, the OMSDAE-GIAT
algorithm has attained accuy of 77.42%, 84.18%, 84.52%, and 90.37% under 1, 4, 8, and 12 tweets
correspondingly. Parallelly, with 100 lengths, the OMSDAE-GIAT approach has acquired accuy of
75.63%, 75.18%, 77.62%, and 84.25% under 1, 4, 8, and 12 tweets correspondingly.

Table 1: Dataset details

Metric Female Male

Number of accounts 70 70

Number of tweets 1000 1000

Average tweet length 14 14

Vocabulary per gender 9687 10233

Table 2: Result analysis of OMSDAE-GIAT approach with distinct lengths under run-1

Run-1

Maximum length 1 tweet 4 tweet 8 tweet 12 tweet

50 75.67 82.49 84.05 88.97

80 77.42 84.18 84.52 90.37

100 75.63 75.18 77.62 84.25

120 76.00 79.60 83.97 85.47

140 76.60 83.48 84.04 88.87

Average 76.26 80.99 82.84 87.59
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Fig. 4 depicts the average gender identification results of the OMSDAE-GIAT model under varying
numbers of tweets. The figure represented that the OMSDAE-GIAT model has shown enhanced
performance with average accuy of 76.26%, 80.99%, 82.84%, and 87.59% under 1, 4, 8, and 12 tweets
respectively.

Table 3 and Fig. 5 report the gender identification output of the OMSDAE-GIAT technique under run-2.
The results indicate the OMSDAE-GIAT algorithm has exhibited enhanced outcomes with classifier results.
For example, with 50 lengths, the OMSDAE-GIAT method has reached accuy of 76.24%, 78.03%, 77.30%,
and 78.69% under 1, 4, 8, and 12 tweets correspondingly. Along with that, with 80 lengths, the OMSDAE-
GIAT model has obtained accuy of 76.94%, 76.70%, 82.35%, and 81.95% under 1, 4, 8, and 12 tweets
correspondingly. Simultaneously, with 100 lengths, the OMSDAE-GIAT approach has attained accuy of
77.04%, 81.32%, 83.84%, and 83.82% under 1, 4, 8, and 12 tweets correspondingly.

Fig. 6 portrays the average gender identification results of the OMSDAE-GIAT approach under varying
numbers of tweets. The figure indicated the OMSDAE-GIAT approach has shown enhanced performance
with average accuy of 76.42%, 79.41%, 83.57%, and 85.55% under 1, 4, 8, and 12 tweets correspondingly.

Figure 3: Result analysis of OMSDAE-GIAT approach under run-1

Figure 4: Average analysis of OMSDAE-GIAT approach under run-1
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Table 3: Result analysis of OMSDAE-GIAT approach with distinct lengths under run-2

Run-2

Maximum length 1 tweet 4 tweet 8 tweet 12 tweet

50 76.24 78.03 77.30 78.69

80 76.94 76.70 82.35 81.95

100 77.04 81.32 83.84 83.82

120 76.84 83.91 89.82 93.17

140 75.02 77.11 84.55 90.13

Average 76.42 79.41 83.57 85.55

Figure 5: Result analysis of OMSDAE-GIAT approach under run-2

Figure 6: Average analysis of OMSDAE-GIAT approach under run-2
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Table 4 and Fig. 7 report the gender identification output of the OMSDAE-GIAT algorithm under run-3.
The results represented the OMSDAE-GIAT model has accomplished enhanced outcomes with classifier
results. For example, with 50 lengths, the OMSDAE-GIAT model has obtained accuy of 75.47%,
81.99%, 81.45%, and 88.34% under 1, 4, 8, and 12 tweets respectively. In addition, with 80 lengths, the
OMSDAE-GIAT technique has acquired accuy of 75.73%, 78.66%, 84.18%, and 84.21% under 1, 4, 8,
and 12 tweets correspondingly. Alongside, 100 lengths, the OMSDAE-GIAT approach has attained accuy
of 77.15%, 78.40%, 79.44%, and 79.92% under 1, 4, 8, and 12 tweets correspondingly.

Fig. 8 shows the average gender identification results of the OMSDAE-GIAT technique under varying
numbers of tweets. The figure signifies the OMSDAE-GIAT approach has displayed enhanced performance
with average accuy of 76.14%, 80.21%, 82.14%, and 85.06% under 1, 4, 8, and 12 tweets correspondingly.

Table 5 and Fig. 9 illustrate the gender identification output of the OMSDAE-GIAT technique under run-
4. The results implied that the OMSDAE-GIAT algorithm has outperformed enhanced outcomes with
classifier results. For instance, with 50 lengths, the OMSDAE-GIAT approach has reached accuy of
76.44%, 78.89%, 82.68%, and 85.90% under 1, 4, 8, and 12 tweets correspondingly. Also, with
80 lengths, the OMSDAE-GIAT technique has attained accuy of 75.86%, 79.73%, 86.47%, and 86.90%
under 1, 4, 8, and 12 tweets correspondingly. Synchronously, with 100 lengths, the OMSDAE-GIAT

Table 4: Result analysis of OMSDAE-GIAT approach with distinct lengths under run-3

Run-3

Maximum length 1 tweet 4 tweet 8 tweet 12 tweet

50 75.47 81.99 81.45 88.34

80 75.73 78.66 84.18 84.21

100 77.15 78.40 79.44 79.92

120 75.21 79.57 79.23 80.45

140 77.15 82.44 86.38 92.38

Average 76.14 80.21 82.14 85.06

Figure 7: Result analysis of OMSDAE-GIAT approach under run-3
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methodology has acquired accuy of 76.51%, 81.94%, 81.05%, and 87.80% under 1, 4, 8, and 12 tweets
correspondingly.

Figure 8: Average analysis of OMSDAE-GIAT approach under run-3

Table 5: Result analysis of OMSDAE-GIAT approach with distinct lengths under run-4

Run-4

Maximum length 1 tweet 4 tweet 8 tweet 12 tweet

50 76.44 78.89 82.68 85.90

80 75.86 79.73 86.47 86.90

100 76.51 81.94 81.05 87.80

120 77.68 80.48 86.74 86.58

140 75.29 76.25 80.38 84.37

Average 76.36 79.46 83.46 86.31

Figure 9: Result analysis of OMSDAE-GIAT approach under run-4
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Fig. 10 portrays the average gender identification results of the OMSDAE-GIAT algorithm, under
varying numbers of tweets. The figure denoted that the OMSDAE-GIAT technique has exhibited
enhanced performance with average accuy of 76.36%, 79.46%, 83.46%, and 86.31% under 1, 4, 8, and
12 tweets correspondingly.

Table 6 and Fig. 11 demonstrate the gender identification output of the OMSDAE-GIATalgorithm under
run-5. The results implied that the OMSDAE-GIAT technique has exhibited enhanced outcomes with
classifier results. For example, with 50 lengths, the OMSDAE-GIAT method has reached accuy of
75.57%, 80.35%, 80.17%, and 90.18% under 1, 4, 8, and 12 tweets correspondingly. Also, with
80 lengths, the OMSDAE-GIAT approach has attained accuy of 77.61%, 84.90%, 87.65%, and 89.37%
under 1, 4, 8, and 12 tweets correspondingly. Synchronously, with 100 lengths, the OMSDAE-GIAT
technique has gained accuy of 76.01%, 76.02%, 82.58%, and 87.19% under 1, 4, 8, and 12 tweets
correspondingly.

Figure 10: Average analysis of OMSDAE-GIAT approach under run-4

Table 6: Result analysis of OMSDAE-GIAT approach with distinct lengths under run-5

Run-5

Maximum length 1 tweet 4 tweet 8 tweet 12 tweet

50 75.57 80.35 80.17 90.18

80 77.61 84.90 87.65 89.37

100 76.01 76.02 82.58 87.19

120 78.23 82.37 88.45 89.65

140 79.74 81.59 81.91 91.66

Average 77.43 81.05 84.15 89.61
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Fig. 12 describes the average gender identification results of the OMSDAE-GIAT technique under
varying numbers of tweets. The figure denotes the OMSDAE-GIAT algorithm has shown enhanced
performance with average accuy of 77.43%, 81.05%, 84.15%, and 89.61% under 1, 4, 8, and 12 tweets
correspondingly.

For illustrating the improvements of the OMSDAE-GIAT model over other techniques, a brief
comparison study is carried out in Table 7 [11]. The obtained values inferred that the OMSDAE-GIAT
model has shown improved values with maximum classification results under all tweets. For instance,
with 1 tweet, the OMSDAE-GIAT model has offered increased accuy of 77.43% whereas the ANN,
CNN, multichannel CNN, LSTM-NN, CBi-LSTM NN, and multichannel CBi-GRU NN models have
reported reduced accuy of 61.96%, 56.52%, 65.10%, and 53.23% respectively. Also, with 4 tweets, the
OMSDAE-GIAT algorithm has provided increased accuy of 81.05% whereas the ANN, CNN,
multichannel CNN, LSTM-NN, CBi-LSTM NN, and multichannel CBi-GRU NN models have reported
reduced accuy of 71.88%, 72.05%, 71.45%, 53.99%, 70.48% and 72.41% correspondingly.

Figure 11: Result analysis of OMSDAE-GIAT approach under run-5

Figure 12: Average analysis of OMSDAE-GIAT approach under run-5
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Similarly, with 8 tweet, the OMSDAE-GIATapproach has presented increased accuy of 84.15%whereas
the ANN, CNN, multichannel CNN, LSTM-NN, CBi-LSTM NN, and multichannel CBi-GRU NN
algorithms have reported reduced accuy of 78.15%, 81.11%, 80.22%, 54.25%, 78.86% and 82.36%
correspondingly. Therefore, the results confirmed the betterment of the OMSDAE-GIAT model over the
other recent approaches.

5 Conclusion

In this manuscript, we have developed an intelligent gender identification approach called OMSDAE-
GIAT model on Arabic Twitter. The presented OMSDAE-GIAR technique mainly concentrates on the
identification and classification of gender exist in the Twitter data. To attain this, the OMSDAE-GIAT
model derives the initial stages of data pre-processing and word embedding. Next, the MSDAE model is
exploited for the identification of gender into two classes namely male and female. In the final stage, the
OMSDAE-GIAT technique involves the design of EBOA. The performance validation of the OMSDAE-
GIAT model is inspected against an Arabic corpus dataset and the results are measured under distinct
metrics. The comparison study reported the enhanced performance of the OMSDAE-GIAT model over
other recent approaches. In future extensions, the presented OMSDAE-GIAT model can be extended to
other languages.
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